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Abstract
The paper is focused on the model of the effect of delayed chloride exposure on the chloride induced corrosion initiation on ideal
reinforced concrete bridge. The Finite Element-based numerical model is applied. The effect of concrete quality is expressed in the
form of time dependent diffusion coefficient in order to evaluate the effect of concrete type as well as the effect of aging. The influence
of extended chloride exposure on the corrosion initiation is introduced.
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1 Introduction
The durability of the public infrastructure is of great
interest nowadays. Many structures require early repairs,
reconstructions or replacement as a result of durability
related issues such as corrosion of steel in case of reinforced concrete bridges.
The development of more durable concrete structures
goes hand in hand with the advanced design as well as
advanced modelling. The models for the corrosion related
durability estimation are under long lasting intensive
development (see e.g. [1–11]. There are also codification
attempts [12, 13] even though reliable prediction is not still
achieved. However, the models are suitable for comparative and parametric studies that are investigating influence
of particular issues or technological solutions with respect
to extension of the reinforced construction lifespan.
For such comparative studies may be used simplified 1D
or 2D model such as [3]. This particular model is capable
of corrosion initiation estimation of ideal bridge deck as
well as bridge deck with cracking or waterproof membrane
considering the time-dependent effect of concrete maturity.
The above mentioned model [3] describes the resistance

against chloride penetration via diffusion coefficient and
the time-dependent feature is described by the aging factor
[14, 15]. The lower the diffusion coefficient, the better the
resistance against chloride ingress. The higher the aging
factor, the higher is the rate of the concrete maturing –
improving the resistance against chloride penetration and
decreasing diffusion coefficient.
One of the aspects that might influence the extension of
corrosion initiation in case of reinforced concrete bridge
deck exposed to chlorides is the delay between the construction and chloride exposure. It means, how long will
be a bridge deck without deicing after construction.
Information about the effect of the influence of deicing
on the extension of the life span of bridge or its part maybe
useful for highway agencies. However, it is hard to imagine that new construction would be waiting one year for
commissioning because of the traffic delays and expenses
related with traffic jams and trade efficiency. However,
if for example, one year of delay of deicing on the concrete element may extend the durability by e.g. ten years
than it would be really worth consideration to find a way
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how to let the concrete mature longer. For example, in
case of the precast concrete elements, one can imagine
that at earlier stage of the construction process, the concrete elements are fabricated and let mature either on site
or in dedicated storage place in order to improve the concrete resistance against chloride ingress before the first
deicers application.
Answer to the effect of delay in deicing on the bridge
deck chloride ingress related durability, might give the
numerical models. For such evaluation of concrete longterm behavior, the description of concrete time-dependent
behavior is necessary. The laboratory evaluation of concrete
diffusion coefficient as well as aging factors for 33 selected
concrete binary and ternary mixtures is available [16].
The study contained data about indirect measurements
of concrete ability to resist chloride ingress via electrical conductivity and resistivity [17]. The ability of concrete to resist chloride ingress may be computed next [18]
as shown for the studied mixtures in [19]. Moreover, for
the ideal bridge deck, the effect of chloride penetration
into various High Performance Concrete mixtures (HPC)
has been shown in [11].
Sample analysis of the effect of chloride ingress for
ideal bridge decks without cracks from two mixtures
has been prepared in [20]. However, the effect of the rate
of concrete maturing combined with chloride build-up
models is worth further evaluation with respect to specific
combinations of the diffusion coefficient model. Mainly
the interaction of the short-time and long-time diffusion
resistance properties is of interest with respect to the
delayed deicers application.
The article is focused on the utilization of the numerical solution of reinforced concrete corrosion initiation that
is able to model delayed exposure of chlorides on reinforced concrete bridge deck. There are selected 6 mixtures
from [16] that corresponds to potential concrete types with
considering also effect of maturing/aging.
The quality of concrete with respect to delay of chlorides is evaluated in order to address the question if the
delay in chloride ingress significant issue is both from
practical as well as numerical standpoint. Especially, the
significance of early age diffusion coefficient and aging
factor is studied. It is expected that the concrete with high
aging factor might be influenced by the delayed application of chlorides more significantly. On the other hand,
concrete with low aging factor will not be affected by the
delay of salt application as much.

Example of the steel corrosion initiation assessment
using the chloride ingress model of the bridge decks with
crack effect was considered in [19] without the aging
effect and with the consideration of aging effect [14, 15] on
the improvement of concrete resistance against chlorides
over the time was presented in [3]. Both works lack the
consideration of the effect of delay in chloride application.
It is worth mentioning that the results of the model have
limitations, see e.g. [21]. Numerical models are evaluated
based on the laboratory conditions and the real chloride
penetration depends on the actual season, temperature concrete humidity, level of mechanical damage [12, 22–24].
The rate of penetration is influenced by surface concentration that changes over the year [25, 26]. The free soluble chlorides might transform into bound chlorides when
the concentration of the pore solution is too high during
the deicing season and dissolve back into solution when
the concentration of pore solution is lower during warmer
rainy season. This complex phenomenon is not fully
exploited yet. Thus, the models are suitable for the evaluation of different scenarios with similar boundary conditions. Such example is studied in the paper, that aims to
study the effect of concrete mixtures and the effect of the
delay of deicing procedures on the corrosion initiation of
steel reinforcement embedded in concrete. One needs to
take into account that the answer is rather qualitative than
quantitative. In other words, we can find what scenario performs better comparing to others rather than insisting on
the particular age when the corrosion is initiated.
2 Chloride ingress related corrosion initiation model
The Finite element model [3] based on the second Fick's
Law of diffusion is used in order to describe the transport
of chloride ions through a reinforced concrete bridge deck.
The model estimates the concentration of chlorides at the
reinforcement level. The model has simplified capabilities
of handling the concrete crack effect, epoxide coating protection of the reinforcement, as well as description of the
damage to the waterproof insulation that is in between a
structural concrete and an asphalt surface layer.
Model allows for chloride ingress modeling and corrosion initiation analysis. The bridge deck durability evaluation strategy is based on the works [5] and [6], enriched by
a special description of the effect of cracks in the directly
exposed bridge deck [3] even though the crack effect
will not be investigated in presented paper. The available
model is also supplemented with the effects of the aging
of concrete via time varied diffusion coefficients [11].
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Thus, change of the diffusion coefficient due to the concrete aging is respected as formulated e.g. in [15] and [27].
Therefore, the first step is a calculation of the time dependent diffusion coefficient:
m

t 
Dc ( t ) = Dc ,ref ⋅  ref  ,
 t 

(1)

where is Dc,ref nominal diffusion coefficient for a selected
age [m 2/s]. Concrete age is t [yrs] while tref [yrs] is reference period of measurement. Aging factor is m [-].
Since the effect of delayed chloride exposure is of interest herein, the surface chloride concentration time dependent change is introduced into the model [3]. The surface
concentration C0 may be applied as stepped value after a
delay in chloride exposure or with gradual build-up (similarly to Life 365 [2]). See graphical description at Fig. 1.
Three-node finite elements are used. The model depth
is 0.2 m and width is 0.01 m, thus modeling 1D problem.
The triangular elements are applied in regular rectangular grid of dimensions 10 by 10 mm. The time step of
the time related analysis (transient analysis) is controlled
automatically on the basis of the size of the element and
the diffusion coefficient.
The output of the model is the concentration of chlorides
Cxy,t at the reinforcement level. Through a comparison of
the chloride threshold Cth with the actual concentration at
a given time, the presence of corrosion is evaluated. The
actual concentration is compared with corrosion threshold
Cth. Thus, the durability of bridge decks is describable by
the time dependent reliability function RFt that is:
RFt = Cth − Cxy ,t .

(2)

Fig. 1 Time dependent surface chloride concentration C0: (A) constant
value, (B) delay and step to constant value, (C) linear chloride buildup to constant value, and (D) delay and linear chloride build-up to
constant value

Durability can be related to the initiation of corrosion
which corresponds to relationship (2) or the decrease in the
area of reinforcement or the occurrence of cracks caused
by corrosion due to chlorides.
The period to the start of corrosion ti can be determined
from the reliability function RFt when chloride action and
chloride threshold are in balance.
3 Sample numerical analyses
3.1 Input parameters
To show the capabilities of introduced feature, the solution
for two types of concrete and stepped increase of chloride
concentration from zero to actual surface concentration C0
denoted above as (B) is shown next.
There are considered two concrete mix design variants. In the model with ordinary concrete (alternative
100TII-V), the referential diffusion coefficient Dc,28 within
28 days of concreting is considered as 5.59 × 10 –12 [m 2/s]
and m is 0.284, which corresponds to the average value
of the 100TII mix [16]. The HPC variant, denoted as
50TII-V/40G120S/10M [16], has Dc,28 = 2.11 × 10 –12 [m 2/s]
and m is 0.573.
The mixtures are identified by the mass percentage of cement replacement, e.g. the mixture 50TIIV/40G120S/10M consists of 50 percent of Portland cement
type TII-V, 40 percent of ground granulated blast furnace slag of grade 120, and 10 percent replacement by
metakaolin.
The value of the concentration at which the initiation of
corrosion Cth occurs is 0.18 [wgt %/cem]. The clear cover
of concrete reinforcement above the upper layer of reinforcement is 0.05 m.
The initial concentration on the concrete surface C0 is
chosen as 1.8 [wgt %/cem] of soluble chloride ions. The
corrosion initiation time is computed with constant C0
first. The computation is repeated again with the delay in
chloride exposure. The concentration is immediately after
the delay modeled as full value C0. The exposure delay t1
is ranging from one to five years.
3.2 Results and discussion
For ordinary concrete mix and no chloride exposure delay,
the time to onset of corrosion is computed as 6.4 years
and for HPC mixture is this theoretical time 399.5 years,
respectively. If the application of chlorides is delayed by
5 years than ordinary concrete mix resist 14 years while
HPC mixture resist 525.3 years. The difference between
OPC seems to be dramatic but it needs to be noted that this
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is the theoretical result based on considered assumptions
and simplifications such as fully saturated ideal 1D bridge
deck without cracking and the way the surface concentration of chlorides is applied.
The output from the simulation of corrosion initiation
time is shown on the Fig. 2. The result that compares relative
increase of durability due to the delay in chloride exposure is
given in Fig. 3. Here, the time to onset of corrosion obtained
without the exposure delay is considered as baseline.
The increase in time to onset of corrosion for ordinary
concrete mix is 2.2 times more comparing no delay and
five years delay, for HPC mixture is this increase 1.31
times, respectively.

4 Parametric study
The evaluation of the effect of concrete constitution as
well as prescription of the chloride loading is addressed in
considered parametric study.
4.1 Evaluated scenarios
Six mixtures from the study conducted in California [16]
that contained 33 binary and ternary concrete mixtures
are considered. The list of components of cementitious
materials is given in Table 1.
The considered alternatives for the model of chloride
deicing application are given in Table 3. The models are
based on the alternatives shown on the Fig. 1. The model
features are: (A) constant from the age t = 0, (B) constant
from the age t1 = (0…5) [yrs], (C) zero at the age t1 = 0,
constant from the age t2 = (0…10) [yrs], and interpolated in
between, (D) zero until the age t1 = (0…5), constant from
the age t2 = t1 + 10 [yrs] and interpolated in between.
Table 1 Material constituents
Notation

Fig. 2 The effect of delayed exposure of chlorides on increase of
corrosion initiation time in case of ideal bridge deck without cracks for
two selected concrete mixtures (ordinary concrete mix 100TII-V and
high performance concrete mixture 50TII-V/40G120S/10M) [20]

Cementitious material description

TII-V

Type II-V ordinary Portland cement

G120S

Ground granulated blast furnace slag of grade 120

C

Class C fly ash

F

Class F fly ash

SF

Silica fume

The list of selected mixtures as well as diffusion coefficients and aging factor prepared in [19] is given in Table 2.
Table 2 Mix design model parameters
Notation

Diffusion coefficient
Dc,28 [10 –12 ms –2]

Aging factor m [-]

100TII-V

5.58522E-12

0.284

65TII-V/35G120S

7.91958E-12

0.15247

65TII-V/5SF/30C

5.69306E-12

0.52011

50TII-V/40G120S/10M

2.11108E-12

0.57289

75TII-V/20F/5SF

3.27544E-12

0.59725

57TII-V/35G120S/7M

3.4024E-12

0.46439

Table 3 Chloride concentration over the time - modelled situations
Chloride surface concentration
Constant value
Fig. 3 The effect of delayed exposure of chlorides on relative increase
of corrosion initiation time in case of ideal bridge deck without cracks
for two selected concrete mixtures (ordinary concrete mix 100TII-V
and high performance concrete mixture 50TII-V/40G120S/10M) [18]

Notation

t1 [yrs]

t2 [yrs]

FA

0

0

Delay and step to constant value

FA-B

(0…5)

t1

Linear build-up to constant value

FA-C

0

(0…10)

Delay and linear build-up for 10
years to reach the constant value

FA-D

(0…5)

t1 + 10
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The aging effect is based on the model given in Eq. (1)
with the reference diffusion coefficient obtained for the
age of 28 days as well as aging parameter obtained [17].
If no aging is considered than the m factor in the Eq. (1) is
considered equal to 1.

4.2 Results
The resulting time to modelled onset of corrosion of
embedded conventional steel if the concrete would be
ideal without influence of any cracks and if the chloride
diffusion is computed based on theoretical value obtained
from the laboratory tests using electrical conductivity or
resistivity is given in Figs. 4 and 5.

(a) Delay and step to constant value
(a) Delay and step to constant value

(b) Linear build-up to constant value
(b) Linear build-up to constant value

(c) Delay and linear build-up for 10 years to reach the constant value
Fig. 4 Comparison of corrosion initiation time for diffusion coefficient
depending on the onset of surface chloride concentration

(c) Delay and linear build-up for 10 years to reach the constant value
Fig. 5 Comparison of relative corrosion initiation time for diffusion
coefficient depending on the onset of surface chloride concentration
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Marking the results corresponds to the information in
Table 3. All graphs contain the results of the reference analysis with constant chloride concentration over the time
marked as FA example. These values of the theoretical
time to corrosion initiation are on the vertical axis (left side
of the graph). Next, each graph corresponds to values for
FA-B (Delay and Stepped increase to the chloride concentration of FA), FA-C (Linear build-up to constant value) of
FA and FA-D (Delay and linear build-up for 10 years to
reach the constant value of FA).
The vertical axis always represents the specific model
of the delayed exposure (FA-B and FA-C) or the difference
between delay and full exposure (FA-D). Fig. 4 shows the
absolute values of corrosion initiation time while the Fig. 5
shows the relative values. The discussion of the results of
the numerical simulation with respect to the type of mixture in relation to the diffusion coefficient value and the
coefficient aging is given bellow the figures.
Looking at Fig. 4 it is clear that the best improvement
was the FA-D variant where the delay in application is
followed by the linear build-up of chlorides. This was
the expected result. However, the comparison of absolute
results of the individual concrete mixes has lower explanatory power comparing to relative one. Relative comparisons for selected mixtures are available on the Fig 5. Figure
shows the ratio between the corrosion initiation time for
each of the mixtures at a time given at horizontal axis
divided by a result for a time parameter equating to zero.
The relative values shown clearly that for all studied
cases there are linear improvement in connection with exposure delay. The only exception for F-B and F-C is the 65TIIV/35G120S, which shows a larger increase. This mixture
has a high reference diffusion coefficient and a very low
aging coefficient. This is representing the low-quality concrete. On the other hand, the 50TII-V/40G120S/10M, which
has a low reference diffusion coefficient and a high aging
factor, shows a large increase in terms of absolute values
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